Public Meeting Friday 20th June, St Paul’s Catholic College,
Burgess Hill.

Transcript of speech given by Anthony Watts Williams,
chairman of LAMBS on 20th June, 2014.

Good Evening
I would like to start by thanking the Panel for taking the time out of their busy schedules to be here this
evening. I would also like to thank the LAMBS team and all our many volunteers for making this meeting
possible and all of you for giving up your Friday evening to be here tonight. The fantastic turnout highlights
the strength of feeling against this grotesque proposal.
Rumours, gossip, untruths, deceit, name calling... this whole sorry episode has brought the worst out in
some people and the best in others and, tonight I hope that we can give you the facts of what is really going
on in relation to Mayfields Market Towns so that we can fight these unwelcome visitors to Sussex with one
voice.
So what are people saying in the pub? ‘This whole new town thing will never happen, it is just so ridiculous
and no one wants it anyway.’
‘This new town thing will definitely happen, look at the people behind it, there are two Lords on the Board,
they wouldn’t waste their time if it wasn’t already in the bag.’
So what is the truth, let me give you the facts and you can then make up your own minds.
In 2010 Crawley, Horsham and Mid Sussex District Councils jointly commissioned a report into the
feasibility of a new town. A location around the Hickstead/Sayers Common area was identified, but later
dismissed by Mid Sussex District Council, in whose district it is located, because, I quote, ‘a new town in
the Sayers Common area has significant constraints and there is no evidence that these could be overcome
within the plan period. In addition, it is likely that the development of a new town in this location would
damage the objectives of the district plan to enable the sustainable growth of existing settlements, in
particular Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath. The council’s conclusion was backed up by the government’s
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planning inspector, who during examination of Mid-Sussex’s district plan through to 2031 said, and I quote,
‘the report refers only to two previously considered strategic sites at Sayers Common (new town) and
Crabbett Park. These were considered when the council was assessing ways to accommodate 17,100
dwellings required by the former South East Plan. It is clear that detailed consideration has been given to
these two sites and the conclusions that are made in the report appear at face value to be reasonable.’

So why are we here tonight? The councils don’t want it and they are the planning authorities.
Well the answer is very simple and his name is LEE NEWLYN. Mr Newlyn is the one constant in this
whole saga. In April 2010, the company he was working for, Barton Wilmore approached MSDC with their
development partner ‘Landstock Estates’ to try and promote a new town in the Sayers Common area. By
January 2012, Barton Wilmore’s development partner had changed to Crest Nicolson, when they jointly
made a formal submission to the consultation draft of Mid-Sussex’s district plan, for a new town in the
Sayers Common area for 10,000 homes.
By June of the same year, Crest Nicolson, probably the country’s most successful promoter and developer
of large schemes such as Bolnore Village and the new development north of the the A264 between
Horsham and Crawley, had pulled out and today do not wish to be associated with anything that Mayfields
are trying to do here !
Panic, what can Mr Newlyn do now, are the yacht, the private jet, the villa in St Tropez, the country estate,
gone forever.
No there is hope, he calls his old pal, Peter Freeman, a developer renowned for urban regeneration, but
someone who has never been involved in a rural Greenfield site before, as he sees them as ‘politically
sensitive, too controversial and difficult’. Well he’s not wrong there!
They draft in Lord Matthew Taylor and Lord Jamie Borwick, presumably to try and get political support,
with no doubt tales of how the councils really do want a new town, otherwise why would they have
commissioned a report, and promises of the massive fortune that they will all make, and there it is, Mayfield
Market Towns was born in July 2012.
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So what will they do next? First step, move and massively enlarge the area of search from the one the
council’s consultants had been asked to look at. Make sure that your proposal is no longer only centred
around Sayers Common, which is entirely in Mid-Sussex’s district, whose council you know are not
supportive of the New Town concept, as they have a proper plan going forward to provide housing in the
plan period, whilst simultaneously regenerating their large towns which are in desperate need of massive
investment. Next step, you need to convince the district councils that your ‘Market Town’ or ‘Five Villages’
or ‘whatever idea you had that morning’, is a goer. It’s just too big to be foisted on communities that do not
want it by a government planning inspector, and political suicide for a government to do the same, they
really need to get the district councils on board, and so the charm offensive begins.
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Mr Newlyn is sent off on the road, and initially presents the ‘polycentric new market town’ the scheme you see
in the bottom right of the slide. Addressing Horsham district councillors he says, I quote, ‘we are not foisting one
solution down their throats. We want to get them involved in shaping the development. That’s just one solution. It
could be two or five villages; it could be tacked onto Henfield. There are lots of structural ways.’ ‘Their ‘and ‘them’
refers to us, the general public who he promised would be involved, we have been and we have made it clear
to Mayfields that their New Market Towns is not wanted, but of course they don’t listen, that would be far too
inconvenient and too democratic for them.
What was made clear at those early meeting is that Mayfields can never meet the needs for the housing today.
‘The strategic planning advisory group’ suggested that if given the go ahead, Mayfields could deliver 500-1000
homes by 2031, even Mr Newlyn admitted, I quote, ‘we would start developing around 2020, with the first 2,000
dwelling by 2031.’ To build something of the scale of Mayfields would take about 20 years, so we will all have to
endure blight until 2020 and beyond, and then dust, disruption, noise, pollution, basically total carnage until 2040.
I will be 78 years old by the time it is nearing completion, my 7 year old daughter will be 34, what a wonderful
prospect for possibly the rest of my life!
But don’t worry, Lee Newlyn and the gang will be long gone, not that any of them live in Sussex anyway. They
won’t build a thing, they admit as much, all they are doing is promoting the scheme, once they have got outlined
planning permission, hopefully never, they will sell the whole thing onto the large volume house builders, Barretts,
Berkeley homes, Crest Nicholson and the rest, there is plenty to go around, making massive profits, and all those
promises they made along the way for infrastructure, schools etc will mean absolutely nothing! The big house
builders are renowned for not living up to the assurances they make prior to obtaining planning permission.
I could go on for hours, but you have more interesting speeches to come, so I will start to wind up by briefly
outlining what has happening over the past two years and more importantly the here and now, in terms of what
Mayfields have been doing to try and win heart and minds, and failing dismally. I really don’t have time tonoight to
list all the things that LAMBS have done to respond to the threat to our countryside, our homes, our families and
our way of life, but they are all very visably available for you to see on our website.
In 2012 Lee Newlyn left Barton Wilmore and is now employed by Mayfield Market Towns. To assist with the
companies P.R. he employed the services of ‘Meeting Place Communications’ who specialise it getting support
for controversial planning applications.
The relationship between the two companies though is far more incestuous than I believe is healthy, especially
when Meeting Place Communications claim to be an independent company representing Mayfields Market
Towns. The co-owner of the business, Anna Sebine shares a home with Lee Newlyn, and she is openly advertised
on Mayfields website as part of the core team. She together with many of her colleagues also share a Mayfield
Market Town email addresses.

Enough background, let’s get on with events:
• November 2012 Mayfields submitted their New Town scheme to Mid Sussex District for consideration to be
included in the Mid -Sussex district plan for house building through to 2031.
• March 2013 Mid Sussex District publish their district plan for public consultation with no new town option.
And jumping foreword for a moment, they also submitted the updated version to Horsham District Council in
December 2013, and Horsham District Council did consider the proposal but did not include it in its district Plan,
published in May 2014 and still out for public consultation.
Back to my list:
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• May 2013 Mayfield Market Town website is launched with no specific site mentioned, just a big blob.
• June 2013 LAMBS is formed, and quickly teams up with ‘The Campaign to Protect Rural England’ who has
been absolutely steadfast and supportive in their abhorrence of the whole scheme.
Also in June our MP’s wrote to and met the directors of Mayfield Market Towns to voice their absolute
condemnation of the proposals, and we thank them for their continued fantastic support.

• July 2013 Mayfields launch their 3 options for consultation, but without doing any of the essential work in
terms of ecology, flooding, highways, infrastructure etc that should have been done before putting this in the
public domain, and trigger the blight that many residents are suffering today.
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• September 2013 LAMBS together with the Campaign to Protect Rural England meet directors of
Mayfield Market Towns and Meeting Place communications in Peter Freeman’s Kind Cross offices. We
are awaiting the ‘eureka’ moment when they would explain why they were pushing this plan against the
wishes of local people and our councils, and how it is going to work; that moment never came, they just
kept repeating the same diatribe that more houses are needed, and surprisingly admitting that the whole
plan has a massive Achilles heel....transport, as all their options are miles from a railway line !
We were also told that all that Mayfields were attempting to do in the short term, was to get Mid Sussex
and Horsham District councils to accept the possibility of building a new settlement or settlements of
10,000 homes in the massive area we highlighted earlier, so don’t believe because you are not under one
of today’s blobs, you will not be under the next ones they come around!
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Now you have had a chance to look at our Mayfields Inept Mistakes map, just to illustrate how slap dash
these developers are, this is the actual map supplied to MSDC to illustrate additional car movements:
So did you spot any mistakes, what is obvious to me is:
1. Haywoods Heath
2. Worthing has morphed into Shoreham
3. Everyone is leaving Mayfields via Partridge Green and Henfield to go on holiday to Butlins in Bognor.
But seriously Mayfields have tried to sell their new town concept to Crawley, Horsham, Mid-Sussex,
and Brighton and Hove councils as a way of dealing with their housing needs, if that is indeed the
case why are most people avoiding those places and heading to Bognor....and how convenient
that virtually no one will be heading to the railway stations at Haywoods Heath or Burgess Hill to
commute...It’s laughable.

Peter Freeman told me that he would be entering the Wolfson prize to produce the best design for a
‘Garden City’ he ignored the rules that specified minimum 15,000 dwellings, and just sent in his vision for
Mayfields. He was not short listed but commended for: His wide range of ideas of securing popularity,
that’s a laugh in itself; his ideas for compensation and governance, namely using compulsory purchase
and buying land at £ 40,000 per acre, against upto a possible £ 1 million; and his credible financial model,
that means ripping off the landowners and existing residents with derisory compensation to us ‘ordinary
residents’.
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The most recent stunt has been to commission an IPSOS MORI poll on housing needs in Horsham and
Mid Sussex districts. The poll has received many official complaints and the results may well not be able
to stand, it is being investigated at the moment, but the main reason for the skewed questioning was that
the Poll was being carried out on behalf of Meeting Place Communications. Ipsos Mori’s research director
Stephen Finlay was led to believe that the poll was an independent survey on behalf of a PR company
purely for a hypothetical survey. If Ipsos had been aware that it was for one developer and site specific
trying to promote a new town, the questions would have either been phrased differently, or possible they
would not have been able to take the commission for the poll, as they must remain independent.
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And finally this is a message for the directors of Mayfield Market Towns. We are the custodians of
our countryside for future generations. It is not something that should be destroyed unless there is
absolutely no alternative. The area you have targeted is home to protected and endangered wildlife
and is loved and enjoyed by thousands of people. We all realise that we need to build houses for
our children and the seven parishes covered by your schemes are working hard to produce effective
neighbourhood plans to answer that need. There is no place here for you who have arrived uninvited
and care nothing for the countryside or the area. Your plans are nothing more than vandalism, 100’s
of miles of hedgerows, and thousands of trees would be destroyed. Each of Mayfield Market Towns
directors has his reasons to be on the Board and without being too personal I can sum them up as;
Greed, Greed, Vanity and Greed.
People get punished if they don’t recycle their rubbish; as a nation if we don’t recycle our brownfield
sites, then we are punishing our children and all future generations who will have lost ‘the grandest view
in the world’.

Y U

YOUR VILLAGE NEEDS

BUT

Join www.lambs.org.uk today and get
five friends to register on our website to
help us stop this unsustainable new town
development being built on a flood plain.
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Transcript of speech given by Kenneth McIntosh of Hands Off Henfield at the LAMBS public meeting
20th June, 2014.

1.

Hello - I am Kenneth McIntosh, I live in Henfield and have been supporting LAMBS since the beginning.
I am going to tell you very little about HoH / a little More About Housing Developments in Henfield / Some
more about why we need to engage with each other and other organisations and also Lobby at the Macro
Political level
a) Our Parish has a population of some 5500 residents and I am the Secretary to H of Henfield.
b) Hands off Henfield was formed to campaign against a development of 160 houses. It is to be built
on one of the prominent ridges west of Henfield and is adjacent to a Nationally important trail - the
Downs Link. We know it as the Barratts development by Stones Pit lane
c) Our Group is NOT against sustainable & sympathetic development OR, to those that respects the
wishes of residents, or the natural environment AND DOES NOT threatens our wellbeing the natural
environment.
d) We are against wholesale housing developments that are not needed, LOCATED is in the wrong place
and goes against the wholesome policies contained in the NPPF - Most particularly, when it will not
fulfil its economic, social and environmental obligations.
e) This said - WE LOST THIS LAST BATTLE - The Planning Inspector approved the development at
a 5 day public inquiry. This will allow 160 houses to be built. So despite HARD campaigning for
over 18 months and with our Parish and Horsham District Councils’ rejection to the proposal, the
unelected official passed the Appeal. We believe that all three organisations were outgunned and out
Manoeuvred.
f) This news was received badly by Us - Our Members, and also by most within the village. We were
particularly devastated for all our hard work seemed to count for nothing. Indeed some were close to
tears receiving the news. Furthermore it follows hard on the heels of a nearly completed development
of 130 houses in Bysshop Meadow (by Deer Park), and an Approval given by Horsham to a further
development for 102 houses on Land East of manor close and a recent planning application for 72
houses at Sandgate which is opposite the Barratt’s development.
g) All of these are on green fields with foot paths and views of the Weald much valued and enjoyed by
all.
h) Once all of these houses are built - the population of Henfield is likely rise by over 20%.
i) Within the incredibly short period of 3 to 4 years - One in five of our residents are likely to be new to
the village.
j) Some ask us time and again
i) what infrastructure improvements are to be built,
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ii) what will our traffic be like, what will waiting times be at the Doctors Surgery,
iii) how will we park within the village,
iv) where will our children go for schooling,
v) what will happen to our village feel or our enjoyment of the things we cherish and contribute to
our wellbeing.
vi) We have no satisfactory answers to give.
k) Our existing challenges will remain and to these we are adding this seismic shock to our social
environment - How will we assimilate over 1000 new residents and still maintain our social cohesion?
It will be challenging.

2.

a) However we are VERY AWARE that an even worse nightmare looms on what our village could be like
if MAYFIELD’s New Town were to be built.
b) We do ask ourselves “What can we do to avoid this unwanted and unnecessary development? The
answers are clear!
We support each other and work with and not against each other.
We raise money / We lobby / We maintain the Campaign / We do research/ We communicate our
findings
We support our respective and embattled Parish and District Councils / We also support other
organisations like the CPRE.
c) I am really pleased for LAMBs to have had the support of our MPs and particularly the work they are
doing together to Escalate the specific issues we have within the Low Weald in which we live. We too
now need to help them secure cross party support at their level -the national political level.
d) Why the National Level? Because my reading is that the Strategic Planning by our District
Councils is all well and good as are our Parish’s Neighbourhood Plans. However these Plans may
be adequate in the future to manage developments similar to what we in Henfield now have to
endure……………………………………………….
But, they are not going to count one iota if Central Government pass legislation or instigate
policies which will trump our Local Plans.
e) This is a real threat for there does seem to be no clear national agreement that identifies our low
weald and its villages as worthy of protection.

3.

a) We in Hands off Henfield did keep a watching brief on LAMBS whilst we focused on our most
pressing and real issues on our own doorstep. I am now hopeful that we and others within our village
can redirect our energy to better support LAMBS.
b) I hope that I have given you some cause to think hard, and continue to be as committed as ever to
engage and to support LAMBS…..
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c) AND perhaps to think how best organisations like the CPRE can be supported to put a stop to this
nonsensical state of affairs. The CPRE was the first to support us and LAMBS - providing advice,
assistance and representation at the hearings.
d) It is they who bring to our attention the double speak by some of our elected politicians. They have
noted that some politicians use WELL-CRAFTED and FINE SOUNDING WORDS which ALAS do
NOT match the REALITY we are witness to. It is obvious to all, that our politicians give unwieldy and
incomprehensible power to unelected Planning Inspectors and passed policies that include phrases
like “presumption in favour of sustainable development”.
e) Our politicians are the ones who CAN secure the future we seek.
f) We need to find an effective way of getting to all of them to really listen and to lobby for us and draft
policies that reflect the wishes of us - their constituents.

g) If you have any questions of me, seek me out and I, or my HoH colleagues, or of the CPRE who are
all present today, will be pleased to address them. …………………………Thank you
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Dear Friends and Neighbours
Thank you for taking the time to come to the meeting this evening, I do hope it has been beneficial.
The LAMBS committee was formed a year ago shortly after the Mayfields proposals for a 10,000 home new
town was made public. The committee members have worked very hard in many ways: public meetings have
been held, I have addressed many smaller groups, and had face to face meetings with some of Mayfield Market
Towns’ directors. I feel I now know how they ‘tick’ and what drives this manic scheme. We have obtained first
rate legal and planning advice and engaged experts in connection with ecology, drainage and flooding. We
have appeared numerous times on local radio and TV to highlight the issues through events such as our yellow
ribbon protest.
Some people who live in the area have grasped the enormity of what is proposed by Mayfields - some people
have been generous enough to donate to our expenses; but many people appear not to be worried and think it
will go away. It won’t. It does not matter whether you own or rent the property you live in, or what the property
is like, it does not matter whether you work from home or locally, commute or are retired or unemployed, your
life will be completely changed if we allow Mayfields to go ahead, wherever it might be.
Mayfield Market Towns’ three options, have changed several times already and as per my speech they are likely
to change again. So whether your home is presently included in Mayfields’ published schemes or not, it does
not matter; we will all be affected in some way, none of them positively.
Remember:
• It is not instead of ‘add ons’, it’s in addition.
• Our district councils, the planning authority, don’t support it.
• There is no secret government support for it.
• Our historic villages will either disappear or become suburbs of a sprawling soulless new town.
• 1,200 acres of precious countryside will be destroyed forever.
• Flooding particularly downstream will become more widespread and frequent.
• 20 plus years of dust, disruption, noise and pollution during construction.
• Massive additional strain put on doctors surgeries and hospitals, schools, highways, railways, water

resources.

• A rural way of life destroyed.
• The governments ‘localism act’ will be laying in tatters.

Mayfields tries to paint this as a ‘sustainable’ development; it is possibly the most ‘unsustainable’ proposal
anywhere in the country.
Please help us to fight these unscrupulous, uninvited developers, we can beat them if we all pull together.
Yours sincerely

Anthony Watts Williams
LAMBS Chairman
Locals Against Mayfield Building Sprawl
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HELP LAMBS fight to stop Mayfield Market Towns plan to build 10,000 new
houses on the Sussex Weald and donate online today at www.lambs.org.uk.
THE STRONGER THE FUND THE STRONGER THE CAMPAIGN
You can also donate by:
If you would like to discuss making a donation with a member
of LAMBS please complete the form, hand it in on your way out,
	Making a one off payment of £50, £100, £250, £500, £1,000, other or
setting up a monthly standing order.
and we will be in touch or email us at lambsorg@gmail.com.
Cheques should be made payable to ‘LAMBS Org’ and sent to:
Name: ...............................................................
Anthony Watts Williams,
LAMBS
Suite 204
Phone No: ...............................................................
33 Queen Street
Horsham RH13 5AA
or paid to our account at NatWest:
Email: ...............................................................
LAMBS Org
Sort Code: 53 50 39 Acc No: 55355846
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